Earlier in the semester, longtime CLIC LP, Daniel
Alegre, had a chance to meet with CLIC Director
and Spanish and Italian Professor, Dr. Alessia
Dalsant. They spoke about a range of topics
including Dr. Dalsant’s upbringing, her passion for
languages, and where she sees the future of CLIC.
Despite growing up in Trento, a city in the Alps of Northern Italy, Dr. Dalsant found her
passion for the Spanish language early 20s. As a child, Dr. Dalsant was a lover of
languages and took German in school. She saw languages as a survival skill, a viewpoint
shared with her by her father who was taught French during his time as a POW in World
War 2. While Dr. Dalsant knew that she had a passion for languages at a young age, her
dream job growing up was to work as a mechanic. This dream began to change as she
moved to the Dominican Republic in her early 20s and began to learn Spanish. Dr.
Dalsant always saw total immersion into a new culture as the best way to learn a
language and she applied this during her time on the Caribbean island.
After her period working in the Dominican Republic, Dr. Dalsant moved to New York to
work as an Au Pair and finished her bachelor’s degree at CUNY Hunter. While studying
at Hunter College, Dr. Dalsant found her passion for literature and language and
continued her studies of Spanish while also learning English. After graduation, she took
the decision to pursue her master's degree at Hunter and later enrolled in a PhD
program at Yale University. During her time as a PhD student, Dr. Dalsant found her
passion for teaching and taught her first courses at CUNY Hunter and CUNY John Jay in
New York City. She later went on to work at and become chair of modern languages at
the University of New Haven. Despite living in New Haven for a number of years, Dr.
Dalsant kept her Italian values close to heart and preferred her classic Italian pizza over
the New Haven style Apizza.
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When asked why she wanted to become a
professor, Dr. Dalsant says that she sees
teaching as a maternal act and enjoys
introducing students to new topics and
expressions. She sees herself as an
ambassador guiding students in their
language learning voyage. Her motivation
for the job comes from the fact that she
believes that the student-professor
relationship is one where both parties learn
from each other. She says that she learns a
lot from students and enjoys seeing how
students’ mentalities change over time.
Some of the reasons that Dr. Dalsant
decided to make the move to Bentley were
the opportunities to become Director of
CLIC and to work in languages at a world
renowned university. This position would
allow her to have more interactions with
students and help them develop crosscultural competences. She thinks that
Bentley offers unique value in a business
degree coupled with a strong foundation in
arts and sciences. Dr. Dalsant believes that
being multilingual and having cultural, and
not only linguistic, fluency is a huge
advantage in the contemporary business
world and makes job candidates more
attractive to prospective employers.

She sees CLIC as a point of connection for
cultural learning on campus and connections
to international organizations outside of the
campus community.
Although not every Bentley student is
required to take a language course, Dr.
Dalsant recommends doing so. She
recognizes that languages are a big
commitment that must go beyond the
classroom, but believes that studying for as
little as 30 minutes a day can make a big
difference. While Dr. Dalsant may have
learned languages through complete cultural
immersion, she sees classroom knowledge as
a great step towards language acquisition
and says that it fills in necessary grammatical
blanks that one will not pick up easily
through conversation alone. Nonetheless,
she sees practice and conversation as
equally important to language acquisition
and believes that conversation practices at
CLIC are a great addition to Bentley’s
curriculum and a good place to develop
confidence in speaking that can be applied to
the real world.
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As for CLIC’s future at Bentley, Dr. Dalsant
has big ideas and goals for the center. She
says that the most important part of CLIC is
the human element and the creation of
friendships, but also wants to incorporate
modern technology such as VR to the
center’s resources. Another place where she
sees an opportunity for growth is
partnerships with cultural organizations on
campus and beyond.
In the near future, Dr. Dalsant is developing
a plan for CLIC’s renovation while designing
new courses in Italian. She is also taking
courses on leadership strategies and hopes
to apply her knowledge to CLIC and Bentley.
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CLIC hosted international
Trivia Night in Harry's pub!
Student came and answered
45
questions
about
international
geography,
foreign
cultures,
and
languages. The event was well
attended and the top players
received gift cards for their
performances!
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Our food editor, Kevin Zhou, Chinese LP, has compiled a list of restaurants in
the Waltham Area. We have selected a list of restaurants from varying cuisines,
such as Taiwanese, Italian, American and more. These restaurants have been
curated and tried by our food editor. If you are looking for a place to dine or to
have a drink in a different environment, check out this list and tag us
@bentleyCLIC if you decide to visit them.
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Are you interested in Chinese cuisine or Asian food? If you are, then you
should not miss Mu Lan Taiwanese Restaurant at 835 Main St., Waltham.
Although the restaurant mainly serves Taiwanese Cuisine, it also includes a
range of other Chinese food from main dishes to appetizers. Prices of
dishes range from $4.45 to $34. But hey! Don’t be scared by the prices! The
portions are generous. If you're looking for a place where you can eat with
an open stomach, Mu Lan is the place! Invite your friends to have a meal
together, because you'd be stuffed if you went alone. There are 179 dishes
on the menu so it would be wise to check out the menu on their website .
My favorite dishes are Braised Pork Shin in Brown Sauce, Taiwanese Style
Egg Fried Rice with Ginger & Scallion, and Salted Crispy Chicken. In
addition, all employees who work there speak Chinese so if you want to
practice the language it is the place!
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When was the last time that you had a decent breakfast? A fat and protein-rich
breakfast not only fuels your entire morning but also sets up positive energy for
the entire day. As an award-winning New England breakfast restaurant, Joseph
Two is a good place to begin your day. The restaurant is located at 805 Main
Street, Waltham, designed in an old-fashioned style. Never forget to order a cup
of fresh-squeezed orange juice to swipe off the sleepiness left from last night. If
you need a relaxing and cozy environment to begin your day, you should not miss
Joseph Two. My favorite is the Bacon, Ham, or Sausages with Two Eggs and
home fries. If you cannot wake up early in the morning for the best breakfast,
Joseph also serves lunch, and their breakfast menu is still available at lunch.
Having a great brunch is also a perfect choice to start a day!
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If you are looking for a quiet, elegant,
and romantic place to have a nice meal
with your friend, you might want to
consider IL Capriccio. Located at 704
Main Street, IL Capriccio offers
fantastic Italian food. Friendly and
welcoming servers working there know
the menu thoroughly. With top-notch
presentations and flavors, the
restaurant provides an elegant
environment for you to enjoy your
dinner because they only operate from
5 pm to 9 pm, Monday through
Saturday. IL Capriccio is very busy at
around 7 pm so if you are going, please
do make some calls to reserve seats.
My favorite dish is Gnocchi and
Linguine Carbonara with Poached Egg
Peas Prosciutto Pancetta. If you are a
big fan of desserts, Warm Chocolate
Budino is one thing you should not
miss. With great presentation and
texture, the dish looks like a master art
piece. I couldn't bear to eat this dessert
the first time I saw it.
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This semester, French and Spanish LP, Daniel
Alegre, met with Coti Zavala, a former CLIC LP
who is studying abroad with Semester at Sea.
During her time abroad, Coti lived on a cruise
ship and visited multiple countries across
Europe. Their interview is below:

How is the experience abroad going so far? What can you tell us about the
program?
The experience is amazing! Every college student should go if they get a chance as
studying abroad is a huge part of the college experience. Not only do you get to
explore the world, you learn a lot about yourself.
The Semester at Sea program is amazing. The ship is your campus and is one big
community. You get to know everyone by name and even meet professors’
families. Everyone you meet is someone you get to travel the world with. There is
no such thing as a daily routine on this ship; every day brings new adventures.
What countries have you visited so far? What is your favorite location and why?
So far I have visited Greece, Cyprus, Croatia, Malta, Spain, Gibraltar, Portugal,
France, and Scotland. I am currently in Copenhagen, Denmark! It is too hard to
pick a favorite place. Each is special and unique and it is challenging to compare
them.
I would say, however, that Croatia and Malta surprised me the most. I did not
know that both these countries were so beautiful and had such amazing cultures.
I also loved visiting Gibraltar and countries close to the Maghreb because I could
see how African culture mixed with and influenced European culture.
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What activities have you done so far that you
really enjoyed?
On board the ship, I am a sea captain which
basically means that I am leader of a house on
board the ship. In this role, I organized fun
activities and new programs such as the sea
olympics. There are always fun things to do on
board.
My favorite activities of the ship took place in
Croatia. We went ATVing in Croatia and it was
super interesting to see the different
landscapes of the country and how diverse it
was. After ATVing, I also dove into the cold sea
in Croatia; I was previously unaware that the
country had such nice beaches. I of course also
really enjoyed the Mediterranean food there.

past, I thought of big cities like Paris, but the
culture in the countryside is so different.
I also got to see how countries reacted to
COVID differently. In Greece, there were
people protesting the country’s covid
regulations. There was no music in the country’s
bars and stores to dissuade people from having
social interactions. It was an interesting thing to
see.

Have you had a chance to practice foreign
languages?
Foreign languages are definitely a big part of
this experience since you visit many
countries and the students themselves come
from all over the world. I practiced every
language that I spoke on a regular basis. The
trip started in Italy so I practiced my Italian
there. There are also many Spanish and
Portuguese students that I have connected
with on board. In addition to this, I brought
my love of tutoring with me abroad and
tutored one of the professor’s daughters in
French.
What is one cultural lesson/shock that you
have learned?
I have learned a lot about other cultures. The
program puts in an effort not to only show
us big and touristy areas but to also show us
small towns and the countryside. In France, I
visited Bretagne for the first time and got a
completely new perspective of the country.
When I thought of France in the
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What do you miss most about Bentley?
I miss the people the most. All my friends are
still on campus enjoying their last semester and
I miss them when I see them attending all the
senior events. I also miss the convenience of
living on campus and having resources at my
fingertips. On the ship you cannot just walk into
career development or academic services so
being on campus makes a difference.

Anything you want to share:
If you are interested in Semester at Sea, watch
youtube videos about the experience. It is like a
summer camp for college students. Come with
an open mind and be ready to meet new people
and friends from different age groups.

What would you tell a student interested in
the semester at sea?
Definitely apply. You will not regret it. You
have to like the feel of the ship and
understand that you are becoming part of a
community and not just visiting a bunch of
different countries. Despite visiting many
countries, the ship is the most important
part of the program and you have to enjoy
that.

What are your plans post-graduation?
I am currently applying for jobs and would
like to live in New York City. Working in
New York has always been my dream, but
being abroad has certainly opened my mind
to new experiences and I am open to many
things right now.
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Our

CLIC

LP’s

introduced us to the
most popular sport in
many

of

their

countries: Soccer. In
this Champions League
game, PSG faced Real
Madrid in a clash of
two titans of European
soccer.

Both of the legs were shown in CLIC’s Global Theater while
soccer fans had snacks and enjoyed the drama. Both games
turned out to be thrilling encounters, but a classy second leg
performance by French striker, Karim Benzema, saw Real
Madrid take the spoils and move on to the next round.
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This semester, our Chinese LP, Kevin Zhou,
gathered information about sports across
different cultures to understand the history of
international sports and how they bridge
differences. He analyzed Bolivia, China, Puerto
Rico, and Colombia.
Bolivia:
When it comes to the national sports in Bolivia,
soccer always stands out. With over 200 soccer
clubs nationwide, Bolivia has one of the oldest
soccer clubs on the continent. In addition, street
soccer is a common childhood pastime for kids.
They can set up a soccer game anywhere on the
street, regardless of weather and the condition
of the field, so some of them are extremely
excellent by adolescence.
Bolivians like to joke that soccer is a religion.
Sunday soccer games are a deeply rooted
Bolivian custom. Extreme soccer fanatics
schedule their lives around it. The sport has
shattered families. But soccer can also bring
adversaries who generally hate one other back
together as one huge joyful family. It's one of
the peculiarities of Bolivian soccer.

One of the important reasons for the fast
development of ping-pong in China is that
ping-pang has minimum requirements for
size and age. You can simply put two tables
together and play ping-pong on them. And
because of the national pride bonded with
table tennis, tournaments of ping-pang at
different levels are common in China. Every
year Chinese Table Tennis Association hosts
a national tournament, and it is one of the
most anticipated championships every year.

China:
Although Table Tennis did not originate in
China, it became the national game. It is so
widely played that China has reached a leading
position globally. In 1959, domestic players
won the first World Table Tennis
Championship, which excited the entire nation.
Since then, table tennis has been popular: many
parents would choose it as the first sport in
their children's life and a lot of old people
started to play for exercising.
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Puerto Rico:
The national sport of Puerto Rico is baseball.
The sport was brought about by the arrival of
Americans in the 19th century and was initially
not welcomed by the local people. The first two
baseball clubs were founded in 1897. Baseball
gradually gained popularity, and now it is the
most viral sport on the island. You can see
people and kids playing baseball almost
everywhere.
Baseball is often cited as the fastest way to get
rich -- to lift themselves and their families out of
financial poverty by playing in the United
States. Every year, hundreds of hopeful young
players will enter the professional baseball
academy with the opportunity to play in the
United States to help the economic situation of
themselves and their families out of poverty. On
the other hand, baseball has a rich cultural
heritage in Puerto Rico. People take pride in this
sport, and they are proud of watching players
from Puerto Rico in major leagues.

Colombia:
Colombia has a rich sports culture. Soccer,
cycling, and roller skating are on the top list.
While soccer and cycling are more professional,
roller skating is more recreational with regular
national championships. Among these sports,
soccer has to be the most popular one.
Colombia actively participated in the World
Cup in recent decades. If you talk about soccer
in Colombia, you will never forget the record
Colombia created in the 2001 Copa América
tournament for winning every match.
Cycling became popular later than soccer in
Colombia, in 1951. The national cycling team of
Colombia has been very active internationally
since 2010, winning numerous prizes for the
country. It is interesting that in the 1990s,
Bogota's government constructed the Bogota
Bike Paths Network to promote sports and
reduce traffic pollution. Bicycle usage has
increased five-fold throughout the city thanks
to the network. Bogota's daily bicycle journeys
are estimated at 300,000-400,000.
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Our LPs Antonio Gonzalez
D'Orazio, Daniel Alegre, and
Kevin Zhou have compiled a list
of recipes from their Native
countries or from other countries
that they have a relation with.
This list includes recipes from ,
France, China, and Venezuela.
We invite you to take a step in
the kitchen and experiment these
delicious meals that all these
countries have to offer!
Take a look at these recipes and
let us know if you make them
@BentleyCLIC
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Yield: 4 people
Prep Time: 30 min
Total Time: 1 hour

1. Heat the milk over medium heat and add
cinnamon sticks and the cloves.
2. When the milk is boiling, add the rice and cook
this with low heat for 30-45 minutes. As you

1 Liter Whole Milk
1 Cup of Rice
400 gr Condensed
Milk 1 Can
3 Cinnamon Sticks
1 Tablespoon Cloves

cook the rice make sure to stir every 5 minutes
with a wooden spoon in order to avoid burnt rice
in the bottom of the pot.
3. When the mix is thick enough you should then
add the condensed milk, stir, and leave cooking
for another 10 minutes in low heat.
4. Remove the rice pudding from the stove.
5. Add cinnamon powder on top of rice pudding.

Cinnamon Powder
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500g
20g
40g
60g
80g
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Here I would like to introduce one of my favorite dishes, which is also my father's and my
specialty: sweet and sour spareribs! Sweet and sour spareribs belong to Zhejiang cuisine, Sichuan
cuisine, Shanghai cuisine, Fujian cuisine, and Jiangsu cuisine at the same time among the eight
major Chinese cuisines, but they are cooked differently in different places.
The recipe I'm going to introduce you to today is one that I always make at home. The required
ingredients are:
1. Pork ribs, with each piece in the size of Mahjong, 500 g
2. Yellow rice wine, 20 g
3. Soy sauce, 40 g
4. Black vinegar, 60 g
5. Rock sugar, 80 g
6. The white part of leeks, ginger, star aniseed, and cinnamon sticks in small amounts
Wash the ribs first. Dry with kitchen paper and pan-fry ribs in oil in a wok. Fry ribs until lightly
colored. Add the white part of leeks, ginger, star anise, and cinnamon sticks to the wok over
medium heat. Fry the ribs until both sides are fully colored, then add the yellow rice wine, soy
sauce, black vinegar, and rock sugar. After the sauce comes to a boil, add boiling water until the
ribs are about to be submerged. Simmer spareribs for 45 minutes over low heat. Of course, the
braising time needs to be adjusted according to the stove’s firepower. Boil the sauce until it is
only a third of the way down. Remove leeks, ginger, star aniseed, and cinnamon sticks from the
wok. Turn up to high heat to further reduce the sauce. Be careful not to get burned by the
steam. Keep boiling the sauce until it is thick, then add a little vinegar to the wok to strengthen
the sour flavor a little bit (don't overdo it, but it is ok to avoid this step). And then just plate it up
and enjoy it. Don't forget to serve it with some delicious white rice!
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Yield: 1 Croque Monsieur
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Total Time: 22 minutes

Sandwich
2 slices of whole wheat bread
50g of white ham
25g of comte cheese
Bechamel Sauce
7.5g butter
7.5g flour
7.5 cl of milk
Salt or fine salt
Nutmeg

1. Spread each slice of bread with the cold béchamel. To
make it: melt the butter over low heat then add the flour.
Whisk for a few minutes. Add the cold milk, little by little,
while whisking. Leave to thicken, give a few broths. Pour
into a bowl, add cling film to the surface and chill.
2. Add a little more than half of the grated cheese to half of
the bread slices. Grate the cheese yourself, it's much
better.
3. Add the ham to the grated cheese. Indulge yourself by
choosing a very good white ham.
4. Cover the slices that have the filling with the rest of the
bread, side spread with béchamel against the filling.
5. Preheat your oven to 190°C.
6. Spread the béchamel
7. Spread the rest of the béchamel on top of each croquemonsieur.
8. Add the rest of the grated cheese to each croquemonsieur.
9. Place the croques on a baking tray lined with baking
paper and bake for about 12 minutes, until golden
brown.
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Over the course of the semester, Chinese LP,
Kevin Zhou met with various students who
studied abroad within the last year to
understand their perspectives and hear
about their experiences. Below are
interviews with Joleil Whitney and Kevin
Gifford.

Joleil Whitney is a senior majoring in finance.
She grew up in Burke, Vermont. Joleil went to
the University of Montana and transferred to
Bentley University for a career-focused
environment during her sophomore year. Joleil
believes that the study abroad program gives
Bentley students excellent opportunities to
step out of their comfort zone and explore the
different parts of the world which we could
only learn about online or in news before.
Last semester, Joleil traveled to Ireland to take
part in the study abroad program at the
University College of Dublin. There Joleil
spent an enjoyable and fruitful semester.
Aiming at an English-speaking country, Joleil
had planned to go to either the United
Kingdom or Ireland before her application.

She ultimately chose Ireland because the
program was one-semester based yet UK’s
was one year based. And given the fact that
Joleil is a transfer student, she didn’t want her
schedule to be pushed back too much by
going out for two semesters.
At the University of Dublin, most of the GPAs
came from the midterm and finals.
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There were minimal homework and projects, so

When asked for lows and highs, Joleil specifically

it was a different experience because except for

pointed out the challenge of studying abroad during

a total three-week stressful period Joleil didn’t

COVID. Although the University College of Dublin did

need to worry about assignments coming in

not require mandatory quarantine upon arrival, Joleil

between exams and she was available to travel

still had to stay COVID cautious because a positive

and explore the country and its surroundings.

test result would prevent her from traveling back.
Another low for Joleil was the final week of her

Staying in a new and strange environment,

semester. Other than these, Joleil enjoyed her study

Joleil emphasized the importance of social

abroad program very much. She traveled to Northern

communication skills. Studying somewhere you

Ireland, Scotland, and London, taking advantage of the

don’t have close friends or families to back you

cheap flight tickets, and met some cool roommates,

up, effective communication and establishing

some of which she still maintains close contact with

connections ensure a better experience. Joleil

now as most of them are also students in similar

suggested staying in close contact with service

programs. The experience of traveling alone helped

providers so that you can ask them questions

Joleil learn how to find cheap accommodations and

whenever you need to.

plan out the trip in a smooth manner because testing
for flights was mandatory and took time.

Studying in a liberal arts college is very different
from Bentley. Joleil was able to try some classes

Having been admitted before the pandemic hit, Joleil’s

that she would never have a chance to take at

program was delayed by one semester. Even though

Bentley. Even the finance class that Joleil took

Ireland had a very high vaccination rate, it still was the

in Dublin was different from Bentley’s. In

country with the third-largest cases. There was a

addition, in a liberal arts school, students’

heavy lockdown. A lot of stores had to close by 8 pm

opinions are more valid.

and some of them never opened again.
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Joleil arrived two weeks earlier to self-

Kevin knew he wanted to travel to Europe so he was

quarantine, but it turned out that she did not

initially choosing between the UK and Spain.

need to. Therefore, she could take advantage of

Ultimately, Kevin wanted to use this opportunity to

the extra two weeks to explore the

improve his Spanish skills, so he chose Spain and did a

transportation system, especially the bus

homestay, in which he had a better opportunity to

system.

improve his language skills. During Kevin’s homestay,
he became a good friend with another American kid

In the end, Joleil has some suggestions for

who also did a homestay and ended up traveling a lot

students who are applying for or thinking about

with her. During his semester abroad, Kevin traveled

studying abroad. Since students will be

to 20 different cities in 6 different countries on

responsible for taking initiatives throughout the

weekends.

whole program, it is important to plan out
carefully. Figuring out a phone plan before

Kevin became pretty knowledgeable about Spanish at

arrival can avoid lots of problems because many

the end of his experience. He was basically fine living

accounts you have such as workday and bank

there as he can understand 80 to 90% of the

accounts are bonded with your phone numbers.

conversation, as long as the others are aware that

Therefore, if your phone numbers become

Kevin is not a native speaker. In addition to taking a

unavailable when you arrive in another country

cultural-history class, Kevin also traveled a lot in the

you may encounter lots of troubles. Also, you

city to explore the cultural representatives of the

need to know your location. Spending some

nation and art museums.

time researching the transportation system
around campus really helps your transition.

When asked about his highs and lows, Kevin pointed
out that the semester abroad was very memorable and

Kevin Gifford is a senior majoring in

exciting. The people there were nice and friendly and

Finance and minoring in Spanish.

he was happy to travel a lot. Particularly, on campus,

Kevin likes traveling and his passion

there was a club that organized events and trips for

for Spanish encouraged him to go to a

international students, which helped Kevin get to

business school in Comillas, Spain for

know people very quickly because there are a lot of

his study abroad program.

international students coming to the school.
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.Speaking of lows, Kevin was not very used to

In the end, Kevin has some suggestions for students

the grading system there because most grades

who want to study abroad. It is important to know

came from midterms and finals, and sometimes

why you want to go and choose your program

there was really nothing to do.

accordingly. If you want to travel a bit more, a hardcore academic college like LSE in London may not be

Covid also affected Kevin in some ways. Since

suitable for you. Before you go, it’s better to make a

Kevin traveled a lot, COVID testing before and

group chat with the study abroad administration so

after arrival resulted in a huge financial burden

you can send questions to them when you are first

and he had to wear masks all the time. The

going there. Always be ready for little challenges,

COVID policies in the school are stricter than

know your location, know where you want to live,

Bentley’s. Kevin initially was supposed to go in

prepare your phone plans ahead of time, and always

Spring 2021 but since the COVID hit, he had to

talk to people who can help you.

reapply. This also affected his course planning
as he added a second minor in Spring 2021 so
he was planning to take a lot of electives and
intensivet, which required two culture-related
classes abroad.
Kevin believes study abroad programs at
Bentley are very meaningful. Sending students
abroad helps us avoid stereotypes, leading to
fewer global conflicts because we learn and
experience different cultures. It fosters a more
integrated global community as these countries
are no longer just a name to people who travel
there and actually spend half a year living and
studying.
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CLIC hosted a karaoke night at
CLIC where students had the
chance to sing their favorite
international

tunes

for

the

Bentley community. Multiple
styles of music were sung in
many languages as students
showed off their talent and
cultural knowledge.
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This semester, Antonio interviewed an
exchange student from Spain. We wanted
to highlight this interview in order for our
readers to get a sense of what it is like as
an International student studying at
Bentley. We also wanted to bring attention
to studying abroad and the challenges and
successes of a student who studies abroad.
We hope this section is able to bring light
to cultural differences students face at
Bentley and some you might face in a
different country.

Tell us a bit about yourself.
Hello my name is Carmen Urbiola Larrayoz, I am 23 years old and I am currently
an exchange student from Spain here at Bentley. I study Applied Management at
the “La Universidad de Navarra” in Pamplona and I will graduate this year. I am
fluent in 4 languages: French, English, German, and Spanish. I am someone who is
very curious and creative; I love to paint and play different sports like skating and
basketball. This is my fifth time in the States, however this has been the longest
amount of time I have been away from home.
What do you hope to get out of being an exchange student in a foreign country?
I hope to experience new things which I would not be able to experience back
home in Spain. In addition to this, I also hope my time as an exchange student in
the US helps me have more job opportunities as well as a more complete resume
and curriculum.
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What motivated you to come study abroad to the United States?
I was motivated to come to the United States because I wanted to experience a cultural
contrast. Spain and the United States are super different; the last time I came I loved
everything I saw. Being aware that there are both beautiful and ugly things in all places, I
wanted to continue exploring and discovering. Also, coming to the United States from Spain
is not so easy, it’s not like I’m going to Italy for example. Seeing that I had the chance to come
here, I could not miss the opportunity.

Why did you choose Bentley to study abroad?
I chose Bentley because I loved the variety of classes it offered such as: supply chain, lean
management, and negotiation. Seeing the classes Bentley offered, I thought it would be a
good opportunity to finish my university phase with significant academic recognitions.
Additionally, in 2018 I came to Bentley in order to do a marketing intensive series of
courses and I loved it. I loved Boston and wanted to continue discovering the university and
all of the resources it had to offer. I had heard wonderful things about the people who had
come here from different fields of study and I decided that I also wanted to live the
American experience.

What are the main differences between studying back in your country and here?
At this university there is a lot of homework, reading material, and activities which you have
to do and then comment on in class. In my career in Spain, I work much much more as a team
because everything is based on project management. Here at Bentley I have not had as
many teamwork projects when compared to those I have had in Spain. I feel that Bentley, on
a technological level, is much more advanced (the rooms, microphones, cameras, etc.) than
my university in Spain is. Here at Bentley there is also much more academic flexibility in the
sense that you can “choose” the subjects you want to take. In Spain when you sign up for a
degree you already know from the first moment what classes you will take for the rest of the
university career.
Have you had any cultural shocks since your arrival here?
In Spain everything is much more formal, that is, you cannot go to class (at least in my
university) wearing a tracksuit, cap, shorts, etc. In fact if you go with “inappropriate”
clothing the university sends you back home so that you change and later come back.
Another difference is that whenever we are in class in Spain we call our professors by their
first names, for example Cristina, Pedro, etc, as opposed to calling them “professor” like
here.
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Our Bentley Campus has so many
opportunities to get involved in student
organizations and learn about other
cultures. The following is a list of SP&E
chartered student organizations and brief
descriptions of them. Each provides unique
perspectives on their respective culture.

Africana Student Association
The purpose of The ASA is to give club members an opportunity to bring cultural
awareness of the African culture onto the Bentley campus and help promote the
diversity that the school is working towards. We strive to create a comfortable
space for African students, current students on campus, and potential students
looking to attend Bentley.
Armenian Student Association
The Bentley Armenian Student Association seeks to provide greater cultural
immersion, stronger campus community, and career networking opportunities for
students of both Armenian and non-Armenian backgrounds.
Bentley Asian Students' Association
The purpose of BASA is to act as a support network for Asian, Asian-American,
and non-Asian students alike at Bentley by creating awareness and
understanding of culture, heritage, and identity within the community at large.
The organization strives to provide social and cultural activities for members, as
well as promote professional development on and off campus.
Bentley Association of Chinese Students
The purpose of BACS is to promote and preserve Chinese culture and customs
within the Bentley community through activities and events and offer students a
place to socialize and experience the Chinese culture.
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Bentley Indonesian Students Association
BISA's main mission on campus is to unite Indonesians who are currently studying at
Bentley University. In addition to that, BISA would also love to share the indigenous culture
of Indonesia to the greater Bentley community whilst continuing to contribute and
collaborate with existing Bentley organizations. Last but not least, we also want to give
opportunities for Bentley students to help Indonesia in any capacity that they can. We aim
to achieve this by providing volunteering and internship opportunities for any students who
are interested.
Black United Body
The purpose of B.U.B is to celebrate, educate and promote the black culture on and off
campus. Additionally, B.U.B will promote retention and academic success for Black and
African American Students. We are dedicated to diversity and cultural awareness by
promoting open dialogue between Black students and the entire Bentley community. We
will spread awareness through social events, educational gatherings, collaboration with
other organizations on campus, and meetings with Staff and Faculty on campus.
Brazilian Students Society
The purpose of the BSS is to bring Brazil to campus, with the intent of demystifying its
multiple facets including culture, economy, business environment, politics, and social issues.
It provides its members the opportunity to understand the dynamics of this top-10 world
economy, the mindset of the world's 5th largest population, thereby fostering Bentley's
mission of promoting global citizens.
Cape Verdean Student Association
Cape Verdean Student Association promotes and preserves the Cape Verdean culture and
heritage here at Bentley University through educational fundamentals, such as discussion
panels and lectures, and through social proceedings, such as cultural events and festivities.
Caribbean Ancestry Student Association
The purpose of CASA is to promote awareness about the various Caribbean cultures on
campus. To serve as an outlet for members and promote academic excellence among
members. It also gives club members an opportunity to have a safe space where they are
able to discuss various topics. CASA will educate the Bentley community regarding the
Caribbean culture through events, meetings and social gatherings.
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International Student Association
The International Student Association (ISA) seeks to encourage and promote cultures
around the world with a focus on inspiring students to find international experiences.
Through the planning and organization of engaging, entertaining, and educative events and
activities we will allow individuals to expand their knowledge and cultural awareness. The
fostering of a growing international community at Bentley University will spur involvement
of the student life and create value among our general body members.
Korean Students Association (KSA)
The purpose of The KSA is to introduce Korean culture through performances, food, and
folk games, and raise awareness of Bentley University within Boston and South Korea. KSA
will also serve to grow its South Korean alumni network via KSA alumni meetings held in
South Korea. It also gives club members an opportunity to experience leadership roles and
project planning, while learning more about South Korean culture.
La Cultura Latina
The purpose of La Cultura Latina is to promote the understanding and appreciation of the
Latin culture in the Bentley University community.
La Societa Italiana di Bentley
The purpose of The SIBC is to provide Bentley Students with a cultural club to explore and
celebrate the Italian culture. It is also to provide its club members with an opportunity to
participate in social events that pertain to the Italian culture.
Philippine United Student Organization
The Philippine United Student Organization (P.U.S.O.) provides an opportunity for the
Bentley community to celebrate, educate, and promote Filipino culture both on and off
campus. We will provide Filipino students on campus proper representation and a
supportive environment / community. Our purpose is to spread awareness through social
events, educational gatherings, and collaboration with other organizations both on and off
campus. We encourage the entire Bentley community to come experience the vast benefits
that P.U.S.O. has to offer.
South Asian Student Association
The goals of the South Asian Student Association of Bentley University shall ultimately be
to cultivate leaders who will strive to maximize the potential, increase the awareness, and
preserve the legacy of all South Asians and South Asian Americans. This purpose will be
achieved by not only raising awareness of social, political, and cultural issues relevant to
South Asians and South Asian Americans, but by also providing the opportunity to actively
address the issues. The efforts of this organization shall target individuals both inside and
outside of the South Asian and South Asian American communities.
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This semester, Antonio interviewed fellow CLIC
Language Partner, Mariana Varela. At the end
of the 2021 Fall Semester, Mariana was chosen
to receive the LP of the Semester recognition.
This interview is about Mariana's experience
working at CLIC and her thoughts on being the
Fall semester's LP of the Semester.

1.) Hello [Mariana] can you tell us a little
about yourself?

My name is Mariana Varela, and I am from Puerto Rico. I am a sophomore marketing major and
law minor here at Bentley and am also part of the Bentley soccer team. I currently have 3 jobs on
campus: I am a Spanish and Italian Language Partner at CLIC, a marketing intern at Bentley
athletics with the flock staff, and I work with the Bentley athletics Instagram account.
2.) In the previous semester you were awarded the LP of the Semester recognition. How do you
feel about receiving this award?
I felt very special and honored to have received this award, especially since it was my first
semester as a Language Partner here. At the beginning I was very nervous because I was not sure
if I was going to be a good tutor, and if the students were going to understand my explanations to
them. I think the best part of this experience has been being able to meet and know everyone
here; we are basically a family here. Something that felt pretty nice was looking at the comments
from other students about not only me, but all of the Language Partners, when they voted for the
LP of the semester award.
3.) What is your favorite part about working at the CLIC
Center
My favorite part about working at CLIC is definitely building
a community and being a part of something special. I think all
the Language Partners have a great relationship with one
another. My other favorite part is being able to help students
learn a new language. I like making sure that once their
appointment with me is over, that they are happy,
understood everything they did, and that they had fun.
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4.) What have you learned during your time at CLIC?
I definitely learned how to be more patient and organized. It takes a lot of discipline and better
time management skills. I have also learned more not only about the languages per se, but about
their cultures as well. The CLIC talks have enabled me to learn about the different cultures in
different Spanish-speaking countries.
5.) Are there any challenges you have faced during your language sessions with students?
Yes. Spanish is my native language, however I learned Italian in a Spanish to Italian system. A
challenge I have faced is teaching and explaining the students about Italian in the English
language. Sometimes when teaching in Italian I know how to explain specific grammar and
vocabulary in Spanish, but have a harder time explaining it elaborately in English. In order to fix
this I watched some YouTube videos and sometimes even showed these videos to my students so
that they would grasp the concepts better.
6.) What words of encouragement would you give to someone who seeks to learn a new
language?
Definitely do not set any limitations on yourself! Learning a new language is learning about new
cultures. I also think that learning a new language may open doors to many new opportunities.
Once you learn a language you will not forget it, it just takes a little bit of practice. My message to
those seeking to learn a new language is: go for it!
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This semester at CLIC, we reached out to all students asking them to
submit their own work to be a part of our newsletter. Graduate student
Qiaofei Yan responded and sent us his poem: Ode to Cake. Please find it
below.
Oh, cake, you are my best faith
What I miss most
The mistake I want to try again
When I touch my belly, I once again refuse to lose weight because of you
I'm fascinated by your color
I'm crazy about your content
Oh, cake, why are you so perfect
My goal in life is to meet you again and again
”I miss you so much
Your sweetness makes me excited
After the lip test, I'm sure you're the only one
With your integration, I feel my weight
Oh, cake, I love you
No matter what weather, no matter what mood
As long as I have you, I will feel happy,
You made me understand the taste of heaven
You let me know the value of food
If I can't have you
I will lose my motivation to live
No matter your size
Can give me the power of life
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Language learning requires a lot of self-discipline. Regular, progressive learning is the
foundation to mastering any language, no matter how similar the language is to your mother
tongue. Therefore, as a busy college student who still wants to improve oneself by obtaining
a second or third language, you need a language learning tool. Even though you can take
language classes at Bentley, semester-based learning is not durable, and you may forget the
language without continuous practice. Therefore, today we examine the four most used
language tools to help you begin, maintain, or improve your language skills. These tools are
Duolingo, Drops, Live Lingua, and LearnaLanguage.com.
Duolingo: Duolingo is one of the most popular free online language learning tools. Learning
languages in five minutes a day, Duolingo helps beginners learn new languages using various
techniques such as podcasting, videos, sentence building, and games, the purpose of which
is to make the learning experience as memorable and enjoyable as possible. However,
Duolingo is a more powerful tool for beginners than intermediate and advanced learners.
Therefore, paid software or single language applications may be better options to achieve
full fluency. Nevertheless, if you are a 101 class student, you might want to consider using
Duolingo to facilitate your learning experience. In addition, when you are choosing your
second or third language, you can also use duolingo to have an insight of the language
before you register for the class.
Drops: As a language learning tool, Drops specializes in vocabulary and word phrases. It
does not teach grammar or sentence structures. Therefore, it is more like a supplementary
tool for other comprehensive language learning tools like Duolingo. However, to reach high
fluency in another language, knowing a sufficient amount of vocabulary matters. The
application allows users to change daily learning time from 5 to 15 minutes and it divides
vocab into different categories for users to explore. You can customize your learning
experience by learning the most useful categories of languages for you.
Live Lingua: If you are a decent and serious self-learner, Live Lingua should be top of your
list. It contains tons of free online resources on the website, including ebooks, audio, and
videos. Unfortunately, there are no learning routes designed for users, so you need to plan it
out by yourself carefully. Even though Live Lingua has paid for one-to-one classes created in
a very tailored manner, they are expensive and require more commitment than you would
expect. Consider browsing through their free online materials first before deciding whether
you want to pay for their classes. Live Lingua allows users to try a free one-to-one lesson
before purchasing.
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LearnALanguage: LearnaLanguage.com is a powerful tool for its consolidated structures.
The website’s content is well categorized and everything under a category is included only
on one page. The content is organized in a chart with English translations. If you prefer the
old-school learning style on your own, this website, especially their vocab and phrases
charts, is very helpful. However, I would suggest using it as a supplement. The website
provides free courses for some languages like French, Spanish, Italian, and German.
However, the website is a bit old so you will need to install Adobe flash player to access
their courses. The website serves more like an encyclopedia of a collection of languages
instead of a learning tool.
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This semester, Antonio interviewed Ezgi Kurt, an assistant professor in
Bentley's economics deparment. We wanted to highlight this interview in
order for our readers to get a sense of what it is like as an International
professor educating students at Bentley. Below are the interview
transcripts.

1.) Good afternoon, Professor Kurt, can you please tell us a little
about yourself and your background?
Hi, thank you so much for having me for this interview. My name is
Ezgi Kurt, I’m an assistant professor in the economics department
at Bentley University. I’m a macroeconomist and my research
interests are on monetary and fiscal policy. In my research, I work
with firm-level data and question the effectiveness of alternative
aggregate policy interventions. I also teach Intermediate
Macroeconomics this semester. Before starting at Bentley
University, I finished my Phd in Economics at UC Davis, where I
spent 6 years. Before that, I lived in Istanbul, Turkey where I
pursued my BA and MA degrees in Economics.

2.) What made you interested to become a professor here at Bentley?
I always had a passion for teaching and research jointly and the academic life nicely offers both of
these dimensions. So, Bentley particularly has been one of my top choices both for the amazing
colleagues that I get to work with in our department, and also for the very engaging and
enthusiastic student profile that Bentley has.
3.) What would you say are the main differences between the Turkish and the US education
systems?
That’s a great question! I think it’s probably better to actually compare the European and US
system as Turkish system is already very much applying the European higher education system. In
the European system, the professor comes to class and give a lecture and a big part of the
following learning process falls of onto the student. The European system believes that learning is
a self-process or an individual process, in the sense that a learner can truly internalize and digest a
material at a much deeper level if they get a chance to sit on the material, think and reflect on it
etc. In the US system, my humble observation is that there is a much bigger weight in terms of the
role of a lecture on the whole learning process. To illustrate this, I always give the following
example to my students.
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You should think of a lecture as a first coat of paint in your house walls. Would you go ahead and
start living in that house after the first coat? Probably not. Typically, people would choose to do a
second coat of painting that really make sures that everything is coherent and there are no holes
or remaining parts in the wall. Learning is exactly the same where the cognitive bit is further
strengthened in that second coat of paint. So, even though the lecture is a big and first part of the
learning process, I believe it cannot really be sufficient on its own and the learner needs to thinks
through the material and digests it in their own pace, their own rhythm and taste to complete the
learning experience. So, I guess it’s really important to highlight that learning should involve an
active process at an individual level.
4.) What has been your favorite memory/memories from teaching at Bentley
I have actually just started teaching at Bentley in 2021 Fall, so I don’t have so many memories yet.
My favorite memory from my classes is always from the interactive moments, for example, I really
enjoy group-work moments where I get to interact with every student individually and briefly
chatting with them. I also really like the student presentations which makes the class very
engaging and allows me to get to know my students, their ideas and perspectives even more. I
think those are my favorite moments of my lectures as they foster connections with my students.

5.) How would you describe your teaching style?
As a new assistant professor, I think I am still figuring out the best equilibrium of teaching. Right
now, my primary goal is to keep the class engaging and making sure that the students are learning
in a fun yet challenging environment.
6.) Have you experienced any cultural
shocks during your time here?
Not really, I think Bentley and the Boston
area in general are very diverse and have
so much to offer in general to everyone,
regardless of their backgrounds. So, I
actually really enjoyed my time in Boston
area and also in California.
7.) What are your plans for the summer?
I plan to visit my country, Turkey, after a
very long period of time. Due to covid19, many international scholars could
not visit their home countries for so long
and I’m one of them. So, this summer I am
really looking forward to a seeing my
beloved family!
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Lovers of the Spanish language were welcomed to CLIC for a showing of
"3 Metros Sobre el Cielo" in CLIC's global theater. The Spanish Rom-Com
gave a good taste of Spanish and European culture to viewers.
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This semester, Spanish LP, Antonio Gonzalez,

How did the idea of creating your business

met and interviewed international student

come about?

entrepreneurs at Bentley. He met with

In all honesty I have always had the gene to

Yvonne Behar and Anastasia Liakopolus who

create and be an entrepreneur because my

each run their own company while studying at

grandfather, mother, and father are all

Bentley. Below are the interview transcripts.

entrepreneurs; basically the majority of my
family are entrepreneurs. When I was younger
I wanted Nicki Minaj concert tickets, however

Can you tell us a little bit about yourself and

I did not have the money for them, therefore I

your business?

felt inspired and started this business and

My name is Yvonne Behar, I am 20 years old

decided to stick to it. In all honesty, this was

and I am the founder and CEO of

supposed to be a temporary company, but as I

“YvCosmetics”, which has been in business for

worked diligently it ended up being my whole

3 years as of the moment. It is the first

life and something that I dedicate my time to

makeup brand that is 100% hand-made in

constantly.

Panama. In addition to this I am also the CEO
of Panama’s first party card game called “Otro

Describe your typical working day while you

Trago Panama”, which is still in its

operate your business.

development process. I am a person that loves

People think it is easier than a regular 9-5 job,

to dance, eat, and cook, however, I am also

but it is actually not. It is like a 24 hour job

someone who sometimes prefers to stay in

because you never really get to have time for

the house and have fun.

yourself. The operations side of it
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varies on a day-to-day basis. For example, one

see you fail and some people want to see you

day I could be having a shooting day for the

succeed. This has enabled me to see who the

products in which professional pictures are

real people that care about me and my

taken of the products. Another day I could be

endeavors truly are.

packing orders for my customers, which can
take up to as long as 10 hours of my time.

What is your favorite aspect of being an
entrepreneur?

How has being an entrepreneur affected your

My favorite aspect is definitely having my own

life?

hours and full creative control involving the

Being an entrepreneur has affected my life in

business’ activities. I enjoy not having to work

many ways. Firstly, it has made me grow up

for anybody else, and seeing that people

really fast because compared to the people I

purchase and enjoy the products I invented

am around they have no idea what it takes to

with my own mind and put out to the world.

run a business. Being an entrepreneur has
enabled me to mature in every aspect of my
life, sometimes even in subconscious ways.

What would you say are the top three skills

Secondly, it made me realize the value of

that are needed to become a successful

money, which I previously did not really know.

entrepreneur?

Now I really understand what it is to make and

I believe that the first necessary skill is that of

manage money, as well as how hard and how

having drive because if you do not have drive

easy it is to make money at the same time.

you do not have anything. The second skill

Lastly, it has made me learn that some people

would have to be passion because you have to

want to see you fail and some people want to

love what you are dedicating your
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time to. The third and final skill is that of
being kind to yourself because many times
we are too harsh on ourselves when we do
not do something right. You have to
understand that there will be times when
you will fail in some aspects, however you
must maintain your head high and strong
through these times.
Who has been your biggest inspiration?
My biggest inspiration is myself because I
have seen how I have grown as a person,
businesswoman, and as a friend in the past 3
years. It is very inspiring to see myself
become who I am; maybe the response
comes off as cocky, however I do not really
care because I am very proud of myself and
how far I have come in terms of both my
business and personal growth.

What advice would you give to new entrepreneurs?
Do not copy anybody! Do what you want to do because if you copy someone people will
notice, and it is just not the right manner to go about it. People work so hard to have
creative integrity. Just do not copy anybody, put out ideas of your own, and I swear it
will work out. If it does not, then it is not the right business for you.
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Can you tell us a little bit about yourself and

The style of our jewelry is very much Latino

your business?

and the stories/myths we share through them

Hello! My name is Anastasia Liakopulos,

are Greek.

everybody calls me Tachu, which is a
nickname that comes from my Greek heritage.

Describe your typical working day while you

I am from Panama City, Panama and I now

operate your business.

study at Bentley University in Waltham. I work

My sister and I are both working while

at the same time in a jewelry business with

studying which makes it a little bit harder to

another co-founder (aka my older sister). The

keep up. We usually try to find times before

name of our business is House of Clio.

the week starts to see when we can meet and
discuss innovation, business logistics,

How did the idea of creating your business

photoshoots planning, and social media

come about?

strategies. We divide the social media

We knew we wanted to do something

portions, so it is less stressful between classes.

together and most likely connected to our two

We call each other every day when we have

cultures: Greek and Panamanian. We have

time and discuss posting material for

been really obsessed with jewelry since we

Instagram and website changes. In between

can remember. We used to dress up and add

that we plan future content and respond to

chokers, huge earrings and bracelets that

DMs and emails.

clicked together when we walked. Since then,
we fell in love with jewelry. We didn’t want to

How has being an entrepreneur affected your

sell jewelry without a meaning, so we decided

life?

it was perfect to add our heritage to the mix.

It has been a rollercoaster. I would have
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never imagined how many doors this industry

you have to learn to grow personally and

has opened for me in the last years. From

professionally. There are a lot of errors you are going

being in Vogue magazine, to the runway on

to make along the way, so it is best to learn from them

Fashion Week Panama, to now selling our

so you do not repeat them. 3. Passion: After all, your

products in a store, it has all been a dream

product or/and your service depends on your passion

come true, we still don’t feel like it is real. I am

towards it. If we didn’t have this amount of passion

busy all the time. I have classes and social life

towards our business, we would have probably never

besides work, so I feel like I have been busy

been able to have this impact in the industry. 4. Ethic:

the whole trajectory. It is really fun working

With employees, other collaborators, and customers it

with my sister too since we are very close and

is important to be transparent. Being respectful, kind,

even closer by sharing a business together.

inclusive and empathic are important aspects to keep in
mind while working. It also benefits you to share this

What is your favorite aspect of being an

with your customers since they would love to see a

entrepreneur?

good work ethic in the product/service they are

The opportunities. I talk with so many other

purchasing. 5. Networking: I am starting to get better

entrepreneurs, businesses and people who

at this skill. In industries like this one, after dedication

want to collaborate in so many ways. I also

and patience, networking will be the aspect that is

feel like one of my favorite aspects is being

going to impact your approach to customers the most.

able to share our ideas and stories to the
world. It is truly incredible the positive
messages that we have received, our heart
warms every time we hear compliments about
the business.
What would you say are the top skills that
are needed to become a successful
entrepreneur?
1. Communication: My partner in the business
is my sister, so we have to keep the best
communication at all times. Sharing our
problems, insecurities and choices is going to
cut your discussions in half. 2. Ability to learn:
In all industries you have to keep in mind that
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Who has been your biggest inspiration?
I would say everyone. I have gathered most of
my inspiration for our collections through
other people's work. Not only that but
listening to other people and their stories and
thoughts has always been an inspiration for
me. Everybody has something to tell. If I had
to pick a specific one, I would say my father.
What advice do you have for other
entrepreneurs?
Start with something you care about; the rest
is easier that way.
Find your target customer and find out
everything they like, dislike, do and enjoy.
Don’t expect good results overnight or be
discouraged if things don’t come out as you
expected them.
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As part of our CLIC Newsletter, we ask language professors to submit the work of
their students to be published in our newsletter. This semester we have student work
from Spanish and French courses. Thank you to our professors and students for their
continued support and contributions to our editions. Please view the student work
showcase over the course of the following pages.
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¿Cómo me han cambiado mis estudios del español?
Yo soy una mujer americana y mis padres son ecuatorianos. Vivo en Nueva
York, pero estudio en la Universidad de Bentley. Tengo muchos intereses,
me gusta hacer ejercicios, hacer rompecabezas, y también me gusta jugar y
ver deportes. Yo diría que soy una persona trabajadora, independiente, y
una persona a quien le encanta aprender nuevas cosas. Algo que siempre
me ha interesado es el español. Desde niña siempre escuchaba las
conversaciones de mi familia en español y nunca sabía de lo que hablaban,
entonces empecé a hacer preguntas. Por ejemplo, preguntaba, ¿Qué
significa eso en inglés? o si quería decir algo en español decía, ¿Cómo se
dice esto en español? Todos en mi familia hablan español y para
comunicarme con ellos lo quería aprender, especialmente con mis abuelos
quienes solamente hablan español. Entonces para mí, estudiar y aprender el
español ha sido una forma de mejorar mis relaciones con mis familiares.
Cuando tuve la oportunidad de tomar una clase de español en mi escuela, la
tomé. Aprendí las básicas como los colores, los números, y las partes del
cuerpo. Pero cada año avanzaba más y aprendía nueva gramática. Empecé a
darme a cuenta que yo he usado esta gramática avanzada toda mi vida sin
darme a cuenta. Hace doce años, no creía que estuviera usando una
gramática tan avanzada como el pluscuamperfecto o el subjuntivo, pero sí lo
estaba usando.
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Con esto en mi cabeza, cada vez que mi familia usaba uno de los tiempos
verbales como el pretérito o el pluscuamperfecto les decía y fue una manera
en que aprendía más. El español siempre me ha fascinado, porque es un
idioma que muchos se usa en muchos países. Lo que es más interesante
para mí es los acentos de diferentes países y como las palabras en un país
pueden significar algo diferente en otro país. Aunque sea un idioma que se
habla en muchos países, varía de país a país y yo creo que eso es algo muy
interesante. Es por eso que me fascina hablar con personas de diferentes
países latinoamericanos porque siempre aprendo algo nuevo. Hace casi diez
años no creía que el español fuera una de mis clases más interesantes, pero
lo es. Aprender un idioma nuevo puede ser difícil, pero me alegro de que mi
mamá me haya enseñado el español desde mi niñez. ¡Algo que hago ahora es
leer la letra de las canciones en español y ver que tiempos verbales el
cantante está usando, aunque sea raro para otras personas, a mí me encanta
hacerlo hasta cuando escucho las canciones digo “uso el imperfecto!”
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Summary of Cautiva and Niñas Araña
En la película Cautiva de Gastón Biraben y la película Niñas Araña de
Guillermo Helo, vemos como la vida de las protagonistas son afectadas a
causa de crisis que estaban ocurriendo en sus países. La crisis que vimos en
Cautiva pasó por la dictadura en Argentina que causó mucho dolor a los
familiares de los desaparecidos. En el caso de Niñas Araña la crisis que
vemos es causada por la pobreza y desigualdad económica.
En 1966, hubo un golpe de estado en Argentina que llevó al comienzo de
una dictadura por la militaría durante 7 años. Al final de la dictadura hubo un
promedio de 30 mil desaparecidos'. Estos desaparecidos fueron personas
que fueron secuestradas y torturadas en lugares clandestinos.
Lamentablemente lo más probables es que estén muertos por que nadie
nunca supo que paso con ellos o sus cuerpos. Durante este tiempo, muchas
de las mujeres secuestradas que estaban embarazadas, antes de matarlas les
quitaban a sus bebés y se los daban a otras parejas que no podían tener sus
propios hijos y tenían conexión con el régimen militar.
En la película Cautiva nos damos cuenta de que Cristina es una víctima de la
crisis que pasó durante la dictadura. Sus padres fueron secuestrados y
cuando su madre dio a luz solo le dejaron a Cristina una noche y después se
la llevaron. Cristina se da cuenta de su verdadera identidad a los 15 años
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l porque su abuela la estuvo buscando durante todos esos años. La vida de
Cristina dio un giro total y se dio cuenta de su verdadera identidad. Cristina,
que en verdad se llamaba Sofia y tenía 16 años, sufrió mucho y no quería
aceptar que las personas que ella consideraba sus padres toda su vida la
hubiese engañado. Al final de la película cuando Cristina por fin acepta lo
que le sucedió, va a casa de sus padres “adoptivos” y les pregunta, “¿dónde
están mis padres? ¿dónde están mis padres, que ya sé que existieron,
ustedes no saben cuándo nací? ¿O dónde? El 25 de junio de 1978 fue el día
que Argentina ganó el mundial. Ese es mi cumpleaños... no me abandonaron
como ustedes me dijeron (1:38:25-1:39:02.)” Todo esto demuestra que
Cristina fue víctima de la crisis que pasó Argentina durante la dictadura. Su
vida fue marcada para siempre y seguro va a pasar el resto de su vida
investigando sobre sus padres verdaderos y su identidad real.
La crisis que está pasando en Chile es por la desigualdad económica. En
Chile hay mucho crecimiento económico pero la mayoría de los ciudadanos
no ven los beneficios. Muchos ciudadanos han expresado su disgusto con la
economía y el gobierno. En Chile hay mucho sufrimiento que ha llevado a
que se inicien huelgas por los abusos del gobierno. El autor de la película
Niñas Araña declaró que escalar edificios es una metáfora. Nos enseña lo
difícil de la situación en la que se encuentran los chilenos a causa de la
desigualdad económica. El querer escalar, pero por más que trates no llegar
a nada. El sistema está diseñado para que los ricos se hagan más ricos y los
pobres siempre se queden pobres. Aunque las niñas entren a la vida de los
ricos y traten de hacerse parte de ese mundo, ese lujo solo les dura unos
momentos por que al fin del día tenían que bajar de los edificios y volver a
su realidad.
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Las niñas araña eran tres adolescentes que trataban de escapar de su
realidad escalando edificios en la parte rica del Chile. De esta forma las
adolescentes escapaban de su realidad por unos momentos y vivían la vida
de los ricos. Al final de la película Niñas Araña, vemos como las niñas tienen
un colapso emocional y empiezan a expresar sus frustraciones con el
sistema. Estefany le dice a Avi que ella no quiere robar nada y que solo
quiere usar las cosas y sentir cómo es vivir como los ricos. A lo que Avi
responde diciendo que no es justo que muchas
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In the fall semester, French students interviewed TV journalist David
Bienick as part of ongoing French speaker sessions. Find some student
summaries below.
Emily Racz MLFR201
L’entretien avec David Bienick était très intéressant. Il a répondu à toutes
nos questions avec beaucoup de détails. J’ai été surprise quand il a répondu
à ma question et il a dit que la politique était son sujet de reportage préféré.
Il nous a dit qu'il était allé à l'université de Syracuse et qu'il visitait souvent.
Il nous a aussi dit qu’il aime ramer pendant son temps libre. Quelque chose
d’intéressant, il nous a expliqué, c’est qu’il considère l’actualité française
différente de l'actualité américaine parce que l’actualité française traite
régulièrement des pays africains et de l'actualité là-bas. L'actualité
américaine se concentre principalement sur ce qui se passe aux États-Unis.
C'était quelque chose que je n'avais pas pensé avant, mais quand il l’a dit, j’ai
réalisé que c'était vrai. David a également parlé du reportage sur l'attentat
du marathon de Boston en 2013. Je sais que je serais nerveuse de faire un
reportage sur quelque chose comme ça, donc je pense que c’était courageux
de la part de David de le faire alors qu’il savait que beaucoup de gens
regardent les nouvelles pour obtenir des informations. Dans l’ensemble, j’ai
vraiment apprécié d'écouter David et d'apprendre sur quoi il travaille en tant
que journaliste. Il était un grand orateur et très intéressant !
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Kate Jones MLFR201
Je pense que l’entretien avec David Bienick était très intéressant. La chose
la plus intéressante pour moi était sa réponse à une question d’une autre
personne qui n’est pas dans notre classe. Quelqu’un a demandé à David
pourquoi il parle le français. Il a répondu avec une réponse incroyable. Il a
dit que le monde avec une langue est très petit. C’est comme voir avec un
œil. Quand vous apprenez une autre langue, vous pouvez voir avec vos deux
yeux. Il a dit que le français a avancé sa carrière.
J’ai appris que le journalisme en France est différent du journalisme
américain. Aux États-Unis, le texte domine l’histoire. En France les images
dominent l’histoire. Si David n’avait pas appris le français, il ne pourrait pas
connaître cette différence.
Il a dit que son expérience avec le Marathon de Boston était incroyable.
Mais son expérience était différente à cause des portables. Toutes les
personnes ont une caméra maintenant (smartphone) donc le travail de
journalisme était un peu plus difficile. Il m’a poussé à continuer à apprendre
la langue française.
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Michael Berman, Griffin Khosla, Peter Henney
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Eutanasia
La Eutanasia ocurre cuando una persona quiere morir como resultado de
sufrir y sentir dolor. Por ejemplo, si un hombre ha estado en un accidente de
coche horrible y se ha lastimado gravemente, él podría pedir la eutanasia. Si
a ese hombre le gustara morir ahora en vez de sufrir una muerte lenta y
dolorosa, pues eso sería un caso de eutanasia. Las decisiones hechas en
relación a la eutanasia son muy controvertidas, ya que a menudo se las
compara con un homicidio. No estoy a favor ni en contra de la idea de la
euthanasia. Sólo creo firmemente que la voz y la elección de las víctimas
deben importar más y que su decisión debe ser definitiva.
Desde mi punto de vista, el uso de la eutanasia debería ser completamente
la decisión de la víctima. La persona quien sufre el dolor también debe ser la
que decida si quiere vivir. Mi opinión no es que la persona debe morir, pero
es que la persona debe tener la oportunidad de elegir lo que quiere hacer. Si
la víctima quiere morir y no la dejamos elegir, eso significaría mantenerla
viva, pero en contra de su voluntad y deseo. La opción de elegir siempre
debe existir.
Las personas en contra de la eutanasia y las que crean leyes en contra están
olvidando que las víctimas están pasando por un inmenso dolor y
sufrimiento. No es que estas personas quieren morir por poca y ninguna
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razón en absoluto. Creen que su condición ahora es literalmente mejor que
la muerte. Por eso, deben tener la opción.
Las leyes de eutanasia están escritas con la idea de la legalidad de matar a
otra persona. No se considera que las personas realmente tienen la
experiencia de dolor. No se considera que la víctima cree que la muerte es
mejor. Tenemos que cambiar el pensamiento que las leyes son
objetivamente correctas.
La decisión de las víctimas tiene que ser considerada primeramente. Cada
caso es differente, pero cada caso importa.
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SPANISH
MLSP 101-1 - Elementary Spanish I
Dana Simpson
MLSP 102-1 - Elementary Spanish II Macro
Mena
MLSP 201-1 - Intermediate Spanish I
Isabel Fernandez Franco
MLSP 201-2 - Intermediate Spanish I
Marco Mena
MLSP 202-1 - Intermediate Spanish II
Alessia Dalsant
MLSP 203-1 - Advanced Spanish Grammar
and Composition Christian Rubio
MLSP 305-1 - Spanish Translation Alison
Guzman
MLSP 307-1 - Hispanic Migrations Alison
Guzman
MLSP 406-1 - Multicultural Spain Through
its Regions Dana Simpson
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FRENCH
MLFR 101-1 - Elementary French I Laure Astourian
MLFR 102-1 - Elementary French II Laure Astourian
MLFR 201-1 - Intermediate French I Camille Meritan
MLFR 203-1 - French Writing in Context Camille Meritan

ITALIAN
MLIT 101-1 - Elementary Italian I Vanessa Parravano
MLIT 102-1 - Elementary Italian II Alessia Dalsant
MLIT 305-1 - Italian Migration Alessia Dalsant

CHINESE
MLCH 101-1 - Elementary Chinese I Yuan Li
MLCH 102-1 - Elementary Chinese II Yuan Li
MLCH 303-1 - Chinese Public Speaking Yuan Li
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Prof. Alessia Dalsant - Director
Daniel Alegre - French & Spanish LP
Mariana Varela - Spanish & Italian LP
Vero Zamora - Spanish & French LP
Antonio Gonzalez D'Orazio - Spanish &
French LP
Sofia Silberwasser - Spanish & Italian LP
Kevin Zhou - Chinese LP
Madison Bell - French LP
Claudio Roda Bagnoli - Spanish LP

OUR OFFICE
AAC 162
PHONE NUMBER
781.891.2019
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This Newsletter has been crafted, curated,
created, and edited, by our three Newslettter
chairs and Language Partners: Antonio
Gonzalez D'Orazio, Daniel Alegre, and Kevin
Zhou

EMAIL CLICCENTER@BENTLEY.EDU TO BE
FEATURED IN NEXT SEMESTER'S NEWSLETTER

